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ABSTRACT The advent of cloud computing, with its Pay-As-You-Go model, has significantly simplified IT maintenance and revolutionized the industry. In the era of Microservices, containerized deployment and Kubernetes orchestration have permeated almost every working domain, drastically reducing the time to market for software releases. Kubernetes utilizes container runtimes to manage Containers, with the Container Runtime Interface (CRI) serving as a communication medium with low-level container runtimes such as runc and kata container. With the deprecation of Dockershim, developers are left to choose between CRI-O and Containerd, two CRI implementations. This study configures a Kubernetes cluster with both Containerd and CRI-O separately and analyzes performance parameters such as throughput, response time, CPU, memory, and network utilization. Additionally, we examine the impact of using runc and kata container runtimes together within the cluster. The study, conducted using a performance script created by JMeter, reveals that different container runtimes cater to distinct business use-cases and can complement each other when used together in a cluster environment. High compute applications are best run using runc, while high-security requirements are fulfilled by kata. The study provides a comprehensive performance comparison between Containerd and CRI-O, shedding light on the depth and versatility of container runtimes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The advent of cloud computing has revolutionized the IT industry, offering a flexible Pay-As-You-Go model that simplifies maintenance and reduces costs [1]. In the current era of Microservices, the deployment of containerized applications and orchestration through Kubernetes has significantly impacted various domains, accelerating the software release process and reducing time to market [2]. Kubernetes employs container runtimes to manage and execute containers, utilizing the Container Runtime Interface (CRI) for communication with low-level container runtimes such as runc and kata container [3].

Several implementations of CRI are currently available, including Dockershim, CRI-O, and Containerd. However, with the recent announcement of Dockershim’s deprecation by Kubernetes, developers are now primarily considering CRI-O and Containerd for their projects [4].

In the realm of container technologies, the pursuit of high availability and optimal performance has become paramount, especially in Linux container infrastructures. As demonstrated in the work by Šimon et al. [5], the evaluation of high availability solutions, including Docker, Kubernetes, and Proxmox, reveals significant variations in performance metrics like service recovery time, data transfer rate, and failure rates. This study underscores the critical nature of choosing the right container platform based on specific performance and reliability needs. Our research complements these findings by delving into the performance nuances of Containerd and CRI-O within Kubernetes clusters, offering a detailed comparison that aids in selecting the most suitable container runtime for diverse application demands.

This study aims to configure a Kubernetes cluster separately with Containerd and CRI-O, and subsequently analyze performance parameters such as throughput, response time, CPU, memory, and network utilization. Furthermore, we aim to investigate the impact of using both runc and kata container concurrently within the cluster. Fig. 1 represents typical Kubernetes architecture.

The subsequent sections of this paper will delve into the literature review, methodology, results, and conclusion of our study.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW

The main objective behind cloud computing is to reduce the cost of setting up own physical infrastructure and resource wastage with its reusable computing architecture [6].

Cloud communities offer four deployment models: Public, Private, Community, and Hybrid clouds. Public clouds offer on-demand infrastructure accessible to diverse clients worldwide, suitable for non-sensitive data. Private clouds offer on-premises services for specific organizations through a private network, providing high security for sensitive data. Community clouds allow closely associated companies to share resources, minimizing costs. Hybrid clouds combine the benefits of public and private clouds, providing secure data storage, and meeting peak demand through scalability and elasticity. Each model offers unique benefits in data security and accessibility, tailored to various organizational needs [7].

Virtualization is a technology which uses the same physical server to host multiple virtual instances using hypervisor software. To manage and deploy micro applications as a distributed system inside cloud, we need to use virtualization and containerization technologies. Virtualization creates individual guest OS to deploy each component, where the containerization strategy uses multiple containers sharing the same OS kernel with isolation using Linux isolation strategies (namespace, cgroup). Eliminating the guest OS makes containers light weight and reduce the performance overhead compared to VMs [8].

For better microservice architecture, virtualization technology has been revolutionized to lightweight virtual framework called containerization [9]. Containers do not virtualize the hardware. Hence, performance overhead is lower than that of the virtual machine [10]. Containers are lightweight and highly scalable, using the same Kernel. So, they are ideal for distributed system deployments [11]. Moreover, they give application portability across platforms, which means application can be bundled with all its dependency inside containers and then it can be used in all platforms smoothly [12].

The performance of various container runtimes has been the subject of numerous studies. For instance, Wang, Du, and Liu in [13] conducted a comprehensive analysis of performance parameters such as CPU usage, memory allocation, storage, network functionality, system call, startup and destruction time, density, and isolation across RunC, gVisor, and Kata Container. Their findings indicated that while RunC containers offer a shorter startup time and smaller memory footprint, they fall short in terms of security compared to gVisor and Kata. However, this study did not explore the behavior of these containers within any orchestration tool, nor did it evaluate Container Runtime Implementations like Containerd and CRI-O.

Complex architecture of application can introduce hundred thousand of services which cause huge number of containers. This brings container orchestration tools on the stage. Orchestration tool helps to automate container lifecycle and container management [14].

In another study, Viktorsson, Klein, and Tordsson in [15] compared Kata, gVisor, and runc within the same Kubernetes cluster with Containerd, focusing on deploy time and throughput. They concluded that while Kata offers a more secure environment than gVisor and RunC, this enhanced security comes at a cost. Nevertheless, this study did not incorporate CRI-O in its analysis. Kata container is designed with lightweight guest kernel and also is able to optimize kernel start-up time and minimize memory footprint [16].

Kumar and Thangaraju in [17] conducted a comparative study between two separate Virtual Machines, one configured with Docker + runc and the other with Docker + Kata Container. Their findings suggested that Docker + runc outperforms Docker + Kata in terms of performance, but Kata provides superior security and isolation. However, this study did not delve into the realm of orchestration, a crucial aspect considering the continuous evolution of container runtimes. Furthermore, few investigations are there for container orchestration tools. They combat each other in CPU, Memory, I/O performance, also in container deployments start-up time.

Containers can be easily managed and deployed inside Kubernetes without any manual intervention. Containers can run independently inside the same server without affecting each other. This is crucial for cloud providers to give best possible utilization of their hardware while maintaining complete isolation of hosted applications. Two separate organizations can easily make use of this public cloud space without any interference.

Kubernetes run these containers as an independent single processing unit. It simplifies the deployment and management of hundred thousand containers by abstracting away the underlying complex infrastructure. Deploying a few nodes in Kubernetes cluster is same as deploying thousands of them, only the additional set of resources need to be added. Kubernetes controls every complex infrastructure integration related challenge like service discovery, scaling, load-balancing, self-healing, and even leader election, which leave developers to focus on implementing actual features of applications [18]. With the help of container runtimes, Kubernetes automatically takes care of CPU load, memory consumption, queries per second etc.

Like Containerd, CRI-O is also an implementation of the Container Runtime Interface (CRI) which uses runc underneath as a low-level runtime. CRI-O basically stabilizes the communication interface between kubelet and the host container runtime. It is based on CRI gRPC, a cross-language library which uses Protocol Buffer to make remote procedure calls. It is also built around an older version of the Docker architecture which uses graph drivers [19].

While deploying containers Kubernetes shows an increase graph in CPU performance but becomes constant after certain increase, OpenShift’s performance changes throughout the process. Docker Swarm is inferior to Kubernetes in performance and only supports docker as container runtime [20]. Kubernetes can handle more complex deployments than Docker Swarm and OpenShift. Comparative analysis of
managed Kubernetes solutions, such as Amazon Elastic Container Service for Kubernetes (EKS), Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS), and Google Kubernetes Engine (GKE) [21] reveals that the EKS is better performer in CPU and memory intensive application, and GKE wins in Network performance [14]. Orchestration tools are mainly used to support and manage multi container environment. No studies show how these tools behave if multiple types of container runtime can be used to deploy the containers.

Moreover, another group of researchers did some experimental performance comparison of CPU speed, memory footprint, Network and Disk I/O among native system, docker, rkt, LXC, Podman, LXD. They ran data intensive applications against computation intensive applications and concluded that rkt handle high performance computing applications seamlessly [22]. The main advantage of Podman over docker is a rootless container. To create, run & manage Podman containers it does not require root privilege. It definitely increases the security layer and isolation but comes with performance compromise [23]. We have already seen how containers are beneficial compared to native systems in previous sections, now docker and LXC give almost the same CPU and memory performance as bare metal systems but incurred slight overhead for I/O operations [24]. LXC gives better Network throughput than Docker [25] but, Podman outperforms all the other containers [26]. Reg, an ultralightweight container, designed by some researchers, shows better performance than docker in container start-up time and image deployments [27]. All these works encourage us conducting research on multitenancy cloud platform. To study multitenancy, we need container cloud cluster management and deployment tools. It is evidently indicating the performance evaluation of container under orchestration platform. Also, it is proposed to simultaneously evaluate heterogeneous runtimes using orchestration tool.

A noticeable gap in the existing literature is the lack of comprehensive studies comparing the performance of Containerd and CRI-O within a Kubernetes environment. We have formed a pictorial representation of current research gaps in identified research areas in Figure 2.

![Figure 2. Identified research areas](image)

Furthermore, the impact of using both runc and kata containers concurrently within a cluster has not been thoroughly explored. This study aims to fill these gaps by analyzing the performance of Containerd and CRI-O in a Kubernetes cluster and assessing the effect of using both runc and kata containers together.

### III. METHODOLOGY

Previous sections have already revealed that to accommodate microservice deployment, cloud is the most acceptable environment. Deployment of huge numbers of micro applications can only be possible through containers. We also experienced that the increased complexity of application architecture also entangles container deployment, security, and management. Hence, proper fabrication of container configurations is most important nowadays according to its complexity.

![Figure 3. Performance Test Flow](image)

Building upon these foundational insights, our study employs a comprehensive methodology, distinct in its integrative approach to analyzing different container runtimes within a Kubernetes cluster. The container runtimes under scrutiny include Docker, CRI-O, Containerd with RunC, and Containerd with Kata Containers. Our methodology diverges from traditional methods by not just evaluating these runtimes in isolation but also examining their interactions and collective performance within a unified Kubernetes environment.

The experimental setup involves configuring a Kubernetes cluster separately with Containerd and CRI-O. The cluster will comprise one master and three worker machines. On this setup, we will deploy several microservices to simulate a real-world application environment.

To test the performance of the container runtimes, we will use JMeter to create a performance script. This script will be executed under different Kubernetes environments, each utilizing a different container runtime. The performance
parameters that will be analyzed include Throughput, Response Time, CPU, Memory, and Network utilization. Fig. 2 shows performance test flow diagram.

In addition to the individual performance analysis of the container runtimes, the study will also explore the impact of using both runc and kata container concurrently within the cluster. This will involve configuring RunC and Kata containers (low-level containers) to work together within the Kubernetes environment. This part of the study aims to understand how the combined use of RunC and Kata Containers can enhance the system's performance compared to using only one type of container.

The data collection process will involve monitoring the performance parameters during the execution of the JMeter script. The gathered data will be meticulously analyzed to derive insights regarding the performance variances among various container runtimes within a Kubernetes environment.

IV. ANALYSIS AND IMPLEMENTATION

Kubernetes, a robust open-source platform, is extensively employed in the IT sector due to its wide-ranging features that enable efficient management of containerized workloads and services. This study primarily concentrates on the performance of Containerd, CRI-O, RunC, and Kata Container runtime. This chapter outlines the implementation of our experiment, starting with the prerequisites for setting up a Kubernetes cluster and deploying applications within it.

It further elaborates on the configurations and procedures involved in executing the experiment, the creation of the performance script, the cost of implementation, and finally, an in-depth discussion on performance processing.

Fig. 4 shows that we have provisioned one master node and three worker nodes using AWS EC2 machines which have the above configurations.

![Figure 4. Schematic Representation of the Experimental Setup and Process for Performance Testing of Different Container Runtimes in a Kubernetes Cluster](image)

Prerequisites. We utilized the manual installation method using Kubeadm to install the Kubernetes Cluster. The cluster was established twice, once using containerd as the container runtime and another time using CRI-O. We leveraged the AWS setup provided by the Upgrad Organization for provisioning the cluster, which consisted of one master node and three worker nodes with specific configurations. The cluster was prepared three times to cover scenarios with Docker Container Runtime, CRI-O Container Runtime, and Containerd Container Runtime.

Experiment Configuration & Data set discussion. The experiment employed an existing application developed by us. The application, a straightforward movie booking system, was deployed using the helm manager. The application comprises six distinct microservices, each responsible for specific tasks. We utilized the helm package manager to automate the deployment of the application inside Kubernetes.

Performance Script Preparation. We employed JMeter, an open-source Java application designed for performance testing, to prepare the performance script. The script was generated as a .jmx file and executed to create a report.csv file for generating a detailed report.

Performance Processing Details. The experiment was divided into four parts, each involving the setup of the Kubernetes cluster using the same EC2 configuration but different container runtimes. For each setup, the application, Prometheus, and Grafana were deployed in the same manner. The entire process was run three times in each part of the experiment to obtain more accurate results. The experiment primarily utilized open-source software and tools, with some AWS services.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This section presents the results obtained from the performance analysis of Docker, CRI-O, Containerd with RunC, and Containerd with Kata Containers.

The results are discussed in terms of throughput, response time, CPU, memory, and network utilization. Docker, as the most commonly used container runtime, served as the baseline for our experiment. CRI-O, another container runtime, was tested next.
Fig. 6 represents comparison of throughputs for different implementations. The third part of the experiment involved the use of Containerd with RunC as the container runtime. The final part of the experiment involved the use of Containerd with Kata Containers as the container runtime. Upon comparing the performance metrics of the four container runtimes, several observations can be made.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Containerization is currently a growing technology. The study aims to analyze the performance of different container runtimes in a Kubernetes environment. The container runtimes evaluated were Docker, CRI-O, Containerd with RunC, and Containerd with Kata Containers. The performance metrics considered were Throughput, Response Time, CPU, Memory, and Network utilization. Docker's performance served as the baseline for the experiment.

Moreover, these results are in alignment with similar studies in the field, which indicate that container runtimes, though generally offering comparable performance, can exhibit slight variations in specific use cases. This finding underscores the importance of a nuanced approach to selecting container runtimes, factoring in the particular demands and performance expectations of the application and underlying infrastructure.

The analysis phase revealed that both Containerd and CRI-O outperform Docker in terms of efficiency, and their performance metrics are remarkably similar to each other. It is also proved from other studies that runc performs better than Kata container. We configured both inside the cluster by assigning some application in kata and others are in runc and noticed it is performing almost close to only runc environment.

In this experiment we tried to show the practical usage of Kubernetes with multiple containers running inside it. It became extensive configurations to set up Kubernetes separately for each container environments. The findings of this research can be used as a guide for future research in this area. Further studies could focus on the security aspects of Kubernetes and the performance evaluation of container runtimes in cross machine environment.

In conclusion, the choice of container runtime in a Kubernetes environment can significantly impact the pronounced effects on system performance and resource management.
performance of the deployed applications. Therefore, it is crucial to make an informed decision based on the specific requirements of the use case.

For future research, two critical areas are suggested:

- first, a deeper exploration into the security aspects of container runtimes within Kubernetes environments, particularly focusing on the trade-offs between security features and performance metrics;
- second, an investigation of the performance of container runtimes in a cross-machine or cross-cloud environment, which could provide valuable insights for applications requiring high scalability and availability.
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